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Abstract
A lot of rhetoric took place recently addressing human rights accompanied with the appearance of associations and organizations defending
these rights regardless of origin, religion, and ethnicity. Mass of research and publications were written based on the human rights
document issued by the French revolution in August 26th, 1789 and the world declaration for human rights issued by the General Assembly
of the United Nations in December 10th, 1948. Some interested scholars wrongly assume that those two documents are the foundation of
human rights. So, this paper intends to sharply defy these assumptions proving that Arabs from pre-Islamic era and then Muslims had
practiced such rights for real in their religion and their lives. This research will cite for documented evidences from the Arab-Islamic
heritage showing that this heritage holds deeply rooted human rights practices. It will also present for examples from the Holy Quran, Suna
(Prophet Mohammad), and pre-Islamic poetry.
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